V EG ETATI ON M A N A GE M E N T

STANDARD DUTY
REAR-MOUNT

FINISH
MOWERS
FEATURES
Deep 4.6-inch deck, baffling
and unique rear discharge
design ensures exceptional
material distribution
Spring-loaded idler arms
automatically maintain
the correct tension on our
custom-made belts

Turn acres of grass into
well-groomed acres of lawn.
There’s nothing more rewarding than a lawn that’s finely groomed like a country club fairway.
Especially when it doesn’t take all day to make it look that way. That’s why our finish mowers are engineered for speed, precision and enduring quality. The innovative rounded-front,
tapered-side, rear-discharge deck allows you to reduce trim and mow with better maneuverability. And the heat-treated, alloy steel blades always give you a beautiful, high-precision cut
on any type of grass.
YFM54 shown with optional chain shielding*
*All YFM Series finish mower models pass all applicable safety standards for thrown object and blade contact without chain shielding.
However, if these units will be used in areas where the possibility of thrown objects could be hazardous to persons or property, it is
strongly recommended that optional chain shielding be used for extra protection.

INNOVATIVE DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
ROUNDED FRONT CORNERS
and tapered deck sides improve maneuverability
and grass discharge.

BOX-STYLE CONSTRUCTION
for superior deck strength.

Tubular caster arms and
heavy, tall deck rail supports
(4.5-inches) for increased
strength and durability
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Yanmar Finish Mowers Specifications

STANDARD DUTY

MEDIUM DUTY

MODEL

YFM54

YFM60

YFM72

YFM600

YFM720

YFM840

Tractor PTO HP Range

15-25

15-35

20-35

15-40

20-40

25-49

Hitch/Quick Hitch Compatible

Limited Cat 1/No

Cat 1/Yes

Cutting Width (in.)

54

60

72

69

72

84

Weight (lbs)

401

503

603

653

719

830

Cutting Height Range (in.)
Overall Width (in.)

1-4.5
55

61

Deck Material Thickness
Side Skirt (in.)
Gearbox HP Rating
Blade Tip Speed (FPM)

Blade Spindles/Bearings

1-5.5
73

62

10-gauge
8-gauge x 4.6 deep

8 gauge x 5.375 w/ .5625 diam. skid rod bumper

25

35

60

16,200

18,030

18,000

18,100

3 cast iron housings/greasable ball bearings
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17,900

Cat 3
B-Section Kevlar

B-Section Kevlar® with clutching cover

®

Spring-loaded idler

Rear Chain Shielding

Gearbox Warranty (Limited)

18,000

3 cast iron housings/greasable tapered roller bearing
540

Belt Adjustment

Wheels

86

10-gauge x 4.6
deep

Driveline Size

Mower Warranty

74
8-gauge

Tractor PTO Speed (RPM)

Belt

1-4.25

Optional
1 year residential or 90 day commercial

1 year

3 year homeowners or 1 year commercial

6 years

pneumatic rubber wheels or solid rubber wheels

solid rubber wheels

Yanmar has a corporate policy of continuous product improvement and development; therefore, data, specifications, and warranty are subject to change without any advance notice. There may be differences between the specifications and illustrations contained in this publication and the actual
equipment. Equipment components produced by other manufacturers may be shown in photographs in this publication for the purpose of illustration only and is not intended as an endorsement of that particular equipment or its suitability. Inspect equipment before using it and be sure it is operating
properly. The product depictions are not meant to be used or relied upon as a substitute for the safety and use information that is published in the respective operator’s manuals. Before operating a machine, read, understand, and follow all instructions in the manual and on the machine. Yanmar
disclaims all representations, express or implied, or any liability from the use of this publication.

To learn more or to find a dealer nearest you,
please visit YanmarTractor.com.

